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j Reynolds et

Delivered.
I

JUDGMENT:

REYNOLDS.J.A.The facts in this case , and the | 

various provisions of section IO ( as amended ) have ! 

already been set out in the preceding judgments and 

need not be repeated • Stripped of all matter not re

lating expressly to the main charge against accused 

who was in an urban or proclaimed area on the IIth May, । 
1955 j for more than seventy two hours , sub-section I 

reads : i 
rtNo native shall remain for more than 

"seventy two hours unless (d) permission 

"so to remain has been granted to him 

"by a person designated for the purpose 

"by that urban local authority". 

। 
As van den Heever J.A. stated in

R, vs.,Kula (1954 (I) S.A. 157), at page 165 ’’the 

prohibitum factum for purposes of the present case is 

to remain for more than seventy two hours in an urban 

area ". From the prohibition so to remain for more than 

this seventy two hours , sub-section I set out four | 

exceptions in (a) to (d) and said that natives who fall 

inside the four exceptions are entitled to remain in 

.....the area ••«2.......... 
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x the area for more than sevíïety two hours . As Kula’s case 

decided that (a) to (d) constituted exceptions to the: I 

^general prohibition , (d) is referred to as an exception* 

thoughout this judgment • That , however , does not solveI ' 
the present question as to what is the ambit of the excep

tion carved out from the general prohibition , as to whati 
must be proved by someone before the J native is justified 

in remaining for more than seventy two hours in the period 

charged under the summons , and that period is the Ilth

y May , 1955 • It seems to me that all turns on the v question 

of what is meant by the word "permission” in the phrase
i 

"permission to remain has been granted " and when the mea

ning of that word has been ascertained , that meaning will 

remain constant right through section 10 unless there is 

something to the contrary . In other words the inquiry in 

the present case is in two parts • The first is to find
i 

out the precise limits of the exception contained in (d), .

5 and that im^bves finding out the meaning of the word 

"permission", in the phrase in which it occurs there. When 

that is done it will be found that t the question of onus, 

or the second portion of the inquiry admits of more easyj 

solution.

Keeping the inquiry strictly to the question of 

what is the ambit of the exception set out in (d) , it I 
will be seen that sub-section I , standing by itself , in 

no way limits the word "permission". That permission may 

be given for a limited period . When that period stated in 

the permit elapses , the permission obviously comes to an 

end , and the native who has been granted the permit can 

no longer remain in the area * He is clearly in no better 

position than the native who had no permit at all. No maftter 

who has to prove that the permission is no longer operative, 

that is the meaning of "permission" in (d)•

.♦..The words ............ • 3............



The words in (d ) must not be taken in vacuo and the 
permission has to be in operative existence in reference' to

I 
a charge which states that the native has no permission to 

i 
remain in the area at the time stated in the charge. To 

hold otherwise would be impossible , and mean that a native 

would come within (d) even if on the Ilth day of May , he 
| 

procured" a permit which was proved by someone , either the 

prosecution or himself , to have long since ceased to be 

operative. The production of the permission then proves only 

that the native had a permission to remain at some time but 

not that he had been "so granted permission to remain " 

during the period named in the charge sheet.

That would clearly be so as regards the period 

of time stated in the permission when 9 on the elapsing 

of the period of time , the native has no permit at all 

granted him to remain , and can plainly be charged with । 

contravening sub-section I, for he does not then come 

within the exception (d). But the position set out in sub

section I, by itself , then is complicated by the fact ■ 

that "permission" in sub-section I may also include re

maining for a"purpose" and the question will then come up 

X ^in-erabwtnjctloïF^^as to) whether violation by the native of 

that purpose also brings the permit to an end , when he 

is given 9 in the permit, a period of time to accomplish the 

purpose. Prima facie one would think it could not , for the 
i X vilation may be minor and the purpose still continue for 

* i
which the permit was then granted. Thus a native may be i 

allowed into the area "for the purpose of receiving medical 

treatment ". The treatment may be protracted in time , and 

there may be an interval of time when the doctor pauses in 

his treatment to see what the effect is of the medicine !
I 

already given • During that time the native may feel well 

enough to take on some kind of work , though still residing

....in the area 4
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in the area for medical treatment* I find it difficult 1 
e 

yto beliye that the taking of some small employment would 

/ ever bring his permission to remain , automatically to 

an end, as would the elapsing of a period of time , or that 

what may be a minor breach of the purpose of obtaining 

medicai: treatment would ever justify the prosecution in 

taking up the position that the permit has completely ceased 

to exist. Prima facie that would seem so , well apart from 

the provisions of sub-section 2.

Sub-section 2 , However , makes the position 

clear . It is divided into two portions. Under the sub

section both a purpose and a period of time must figure in 

the permit , but a distinction is drawn between those whb 

are granted permits for employment , and the wide class of 
> persons who are given permit^ for purposes other than that 

of employment. In paragraph (a) of sub-section 2 it is ebac- 
X ted in express terms that the validity of the permi^.e. the 

Y permission , comes to an end when the native 1 no longer re

mains in the employ of the employer, and that can only mean 

the employ of the employer named in the permit. Then the 

purpose for which the native was given the permit , which 

is employment by the named principal , and the period fori 

which he was given it , come to an end at one and the same

X time. stating that he must continue in that service , 

is the stating of a fixed time , even though the time is 

stated as the happening of an event. But when the sub-sec

tion deals with the class of persons other than employees 

where the fulfilment of the purpose and the elapsing of the 
* staed time will not always coincide , simply nothing is said 

A X* c/^C.that the permit will be invalidated in the sense of no longer 

kbeing operative as a result of the purpose |bing violated* 
w * //

* But of course it^ffiwet^no longer be operative when the time 

stated has elapsed , and it was not necessary to state that.

............feut that.................5.............



But that leaves the fact that nothing is stated , making 

the permit no longer operative if the native departs from 

the purpose in some way but still also remains in the area 
i 

to fulfil the stated purpose . The example given in the icase 

of a native who is granted a permit for medical treatment 
especially shows why this was done and such a sharp coniirast 

made between this case and where the permit automatically

X comes to an end in time • Of course^bhe position may be the 

same as regards (a) where the native still remains in the 

employment of the named employer but takes on additional 

work , but it is not necessary to decide that point. Nor is 

it necessary to consider the case of the native who has 

departed entirely from the purpose stated in the permit 

and still remains in the area for a different purpose , 

x since enough has been sai^that mere violation of the coh- 
i 

ditions of a permit as to purpose does not ipso facto bring 

the permit to an end and make the native , who still re-j 

mains , also for the stated purpose , in the position of' 

a native with no permit , and so liable to be charged under 

sub-section I.

Since the native who violates in some way , I 

either major or minor , the purpose for which the permit; 

was granted , and does so within the period stated in the 

permit , still possesses an operative permit and cannot be 

charged under sub-section I, it was obviously necessary io 

create a further offence or else he could violate the con

ditions as to purpose at will.

Therefore it was necessary to create a further 
i 

offence of violating the conditions as to purpose in an I 

operative permit.

That.•••...
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breach of the lease , when he simply sues on the grounds 

that the lessee has no right to remain. In the same way !

X that is the position here , and a nat9ïe , charged purely
I

X with contravening the second portion of-section 4* could 

quite properly say he was charged with the wrong offence

when it was shown that he had no operative permit but an 

expired one , during the period which forms the subject of 

the charge . It seems conceded that in a charge under the 

second portion of sub-section 4 , the onus would be on theI
X Crown to prove (i) that the native ’ had a permit , and :it 

seems quite incongruous to say that the prosecution must i 
prove as an essential that the native violated the purpose! I
of a permit inoperative during the period for which he is 

charged as having violated its conditions. It is clear that 

the second portion refers to offences committed whilst á 

peimit is operative *

It seem%o be the case that sub-sectión 

creates two quite separate and opposite offences. The first 

portion in the worcf'preceding "or” makes violation of the 
y provision^/f sub-section I an offence , and is based on the 

native having no operative "permission". The second portion 

is based on his having such an operative "permission" and 

his having violated that portion of the operative permission 
I 

relating to the purpose stated in the permission. As altea^Y 

indicated , violation of the purpose stated in the permis-

X sion , does not terminate the permission at all. This ale 

the scheme of section 10 to enable the urban authority to 

control the natives in the area , and seems quite adequate.
AUX* [

But still more important is^this consideration of the whole 
|

X^hceme f or^intyo duoi-ng^the natives under section 10 shows 

y that the meaning given to "permission" in sub-section I of 

being one operative at the time stated in the charge it in 

no way changed in other portions of section 10, and tha'3

.......meaning ..............8«...............
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meaning remains the same right throughout , and in the 

second portion of sub-section 4 still indicates a 

"permission'* which is operative when violated at the time 
set out in the charge • 1

ii

\ That being so the question of the onus falls 

next to be considered and this portion of the inquiry be

comes much simplified by reason of the aforegoing* In a
4*

& charge under the second portion of sub-section $ , I agree 

with the Court a quo that the onus was on the prosecution* 

There is nothing in this portion constituting any excep

tion at all but only an offence enacted if violating the 

conditions as to"purpose" laid down in an operative permit. 

That is an essential the prosecution must prove and also 

any other essential , for there is nothing in the Act pf 

1917 , or the Act of 1955 , which repriaced it . re- 

lieving the prosecution of the necessity* Nor can it be

\ argued at all that this help? in construing the extent of 

the onus , when the onus is to some extent , at least , 

laid on the defence in a prosecution not under the second 

portion but under sub-section I , created an offence by the 

first portion of sub-section 4. 1

Turning now to the onus in a prosecution 

under sub-section I , it has already Veen pointed out'that 

to fall under (d) 9 the native must be in possession Of a 

permission , or a permit , which is operative at the time 

set out in the charge sheet • That enables him to escape 

the general prohibition against.remaining for more than 

seventy two hours i.e* that he has (a) a permission and 

(b) an operative one covering that tim®* But in Kulás case 

it was ^decided that this amounted to an exception or exemp- 

Ktion meaning of section 127 (2) (b) of Act 31 of
/a'

x 1917 > since replaced by section £35^of Act 56 of 1955 ,

• * *♦«which is
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which is to the same effect * But the onus is one of pro- 
i 

ving that he is exempted , and he must prove both essentials 

that (a) he has the permit and (b) that it is operative. He 

cannot discharge this onus by proving part of the exceptiion* 
i * 

producing a permit which may or may not be operative and 

which is consistent with coming under the exception or 

not under it ♦

For the native to prove the permit was operative 

in the instant case of employment , he must , however, prove 

that he was still employed by the employer named in the per

mit , for by paragraph (a) of sub-section 2 , the permit can 

only be operative during the period of that employment •
I

Then of course,he would prove the purpose stated in the per

mit continued to be his purpose , for the period and the 

purpose in cases of employment commence and end in the'same 

moment of time. (Hence-it—ra net necepQory in the- in&taat 
Qaoo-tQ doe4de whether-ths native muot—prove ho was still 

pursuing the purpose otatod in the Whether he would

still have to prove that he was pursuing that purpose in 

cases where the period of time and the purpose stated in the 

permit come to an end at different times , may be another 

question. In a prosecution under sub-section I , the qúes- 
i 

tion of whether the purpose is still being pursued might be 

argued to be irrelevant to prove guilt under that sub-©ection 

I. When a native is charged under sub-section I in regard to 

a period of time stated in the charge , it would be quite 

useless for him to produce a permit setting out an expired 

period of time , and^wSig, prove that he kept within the 

purpose stated in that permit . Similarly , if he is charged 

under sub-section I in regard to a time stated in the ’charge, 

and the native produces a permit reflecting a period of time 

covering the time averred in the charge , it^^&^e^be quite 

useless for the prosecution to prove that the purpose Istated 

in the permit had been violated , for that might simpiy

mean..........10,. * •
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mean that the native could not be charged under sub-section 

I, but must be charged under the second portion of sub

section 4 ♦ Hence purpose may be a quite irrelevant matter

X in a prosecution under sub-section I , and it*never^necessary 

to decide on whom the onus lies of proving purpose. But, it 

is not necessary to decide that point in the instant case 

y which is ^governed by paragraph (a) of sub-section 2 making 

operative only during employment by the employer named 

in the permit .

In this case the appellant discharged , on

‘ X the prosecutions case , the onus on him of proving that; he
had a permit , but that still left him with the duty of' pro- 

* ving that it was operative , for the permit/^d? not prove

that on Ilth May , 1955 , he was still in the employ of; the

named principal • Appellant gave no evidence at all in this' 

case but that would not matter if the evidence for the Crown 

was such as discharged this portion of the' onus for him!.

But the further question arises as to whether 

> appellant had unsufficiently discharged that onus on the 

prosecution’s case here by showing on a preponderance of 

probabilities that the permit he possessed was an operative 

one. That was all he was required to do (R. vs. Bolon )' 

1941 A.D. 435 and this was the point really insisted on by 

X Counsel for the appellant . Now^ though the production of the 

permit only does not prove the possession of an operative 

permit , that does not pasesse^the contents of the permit may 

not be some evidence that the native can rely on to show that 

it is prima facie a permit that is still operative. That 

such a permit may possibly do in some cases , and , in this

X case , the permit shows a relationship of employment exis

ted between appellant and the named employer in it , on the 

I4th May , 1954 , when it is stated in evideme that the 

permit was granted on the strength of-a permit signed by

I
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the named employer. (Ex.A.) The charge is that on Ilth'

May, 1955 j a year later , appellant had not the necessary 

operative permit to remain. It is urged that there is a; 

presumption of fact that the r el aidionship existing in May 

x 1954, is presumed to have continued to be still ii^xistence 

in May, 1955* The presumption of the continuation of events 

is dealt with in R. vs. Fourie 1937 A.D. 31, where it Is 

stated that the presumption is one of fact "and may be weak 

evidence or it may be strong evidence ". In Hailsham 

Vol. XIII para* 624 it is stated

"In many cases the existence of the main fact may 

"be shown by proving its previous existence at a 
i 

"reasonably proximate date , there then being a 
1 

"probability that certain conditions or relations 

"continue • It was foimerly regarded as a présump- 

"tion of law , but the better opinion now is that
I 

"it is , in most cases , merely a probability or 

"presumption of fact , which will vary with the 

"particular circumstances." '
i 

I! I

Though usually applied in questions of the।con

tinuance of life , para* 624 shows that the presumption is 

one of wide application , and I can see/ no reason for not 

applying it , with the necessary caution , to the relation

ship of master and servant ♦ But , as stated in the authori

ties quoted , though it is some evidence , the weight given 

to it must vary according to circumstances.

Here the "permit" signed by the employer and 

produced by the prosecution showed that the permit was for 

a weekly employment at a wage of £3.1*6. It could be termina

ted by the employer or the native at will, for many reasons 

depending on the will of two persons , and for many^ther 

reasons or because of changing circunstqnces • Standing by i 
itself it seems quite weak evidence that the relationship

••*•..continued.••..12.***....
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continued for a year . As regards other admissible evidence , 

the only other facts emerging in the case are those detailed 

in the judgment of Steyn J.A. as to appellant being at the 

place of business of the named employer for only brief 

periods of four days , and that after his arrest on the ' i
I4th May. That cannot be enough to discharge the onus in 

terms of Bolen’s case f The remaining evidence is that of 

appellant being engaged in trade^and similar activities 

having nothing to do with his employment , stated to be that 

of a cleaner and messenger. Though I agree with the Court 

a quo these activities do not affirmatively prove that he 

had completely left the employment of his named employer , 

it is obvious that they constitute no affirmative evidence 

that he w&s/i still in that employ.

I agreethe appeal should be dismissed.



IN THE SUPREME COVRT pp SOUTH APR IC

(Appel Igte Division)
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and
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Heard: 29th. August, 1056. Delivered:

J U D G 1! ENT

BCHRE1NER J.A. The appellant, a native, was charged

In a native commissioner’s court with contravening section

10 (4) read with section 10 (1) of Act 25 of 1945, as 

substituted by section 27 of Act 54 of 1952, and road with 

section 44, the general penalty section,of Act 25 of 1945»

In its substituted form section 10, as far as relevant^ 

roads:-

”10(1) No native shall remain for more than seventy-two 

hours in an urban area or In a proclaimed area in resn^tt 

of which an urban local authority exercises any of the, 

powers referred to in section (1) of section twenty-three 

or In any area forming part of a proclaimed area and in 

respect of which an urban local authority exercises any 

of those powers, unless -



2 
!

(a) he was born and permanently resides in such a^esior 
।

(b) he has worked continuously In such area for one 

employer for a period of not less than ten years 

or has lawfully remained continuously in such1area 
। 

for a period of not less than fifteen years and 

has not......been convicted of any offence*..*.jor

(c) such native is the wife, unmarried daughter or

son*....-of any native mentioned in paragraph 1 (a} 

or (b) of this sub-section and ordinarily resides ।
with that native; or ।

(d) permission so to remain has been granted to him 

by a person designated for the purpose by that 
i 

urban local authority. i
(2) An officer /so des ignated shall issue to any native 

who has been permitted to remain in any such area a per

mit indicating the nurposej-fnr which and the period dulring 
which such native may remain In such area: Provided th^t ~

(a) where a native has been permitted to remain ln| any 

area for the purpose of taking up employment, the 

period of validity of the permit shall be limited 
i 

to the period during which he remains in the ser

vice of the employer by whom he has-been engaged;

(b) where a native? has been permitted to remain In j any 

area for the purpose of seeking work, the period 
i 

of validity of the permit Issued to such natlvq 

shall be not less than seven or more than fourteen 

days, unless suc’h native finds employment before 

the expiration of his permit, in which case th4 
i 

permit shall remain valid until the expiration। 

of the pefiod duri.ng which such native remains । in 

the service of the employer by whom he Is engaged.

(4) Anjr person who contravenes any provision of this 
section, or who remains in any area for a purpose othei^ 

than that for which permission so to remain has been । 
granted/...........
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Crown had to prove beyond reasonable doubt that the appel

lant had remained in the area for a purpose other thap 

that for which permission had been granted to him. W^TER- 

MEYER J. held that the finding that the Crown had proved 
I 

the alternative count could not be supported; but he also 

held that on the main count, in respect of which, in terms 

of the decision in Regina v> Kula (1954(1) S.A.157), the 

onus lay upon the appellant to prove by a balance of pro“ 

babllitles that he fell within paragraph (d), the only 

applicable paragraph, of section 10 (1), the appellant had 

failed to discharge that onus * The court had power to 

substitute a conviction on the main charge (cf. Regina v. 

V. 1955 (5) S.A. 314) and this was accordingly done, th© 

sentence remaining unaltered.

The appellant gave no evidence 

but a Crown witness proved, and It was not in dispute, that 

on the 14th May 1954 a permit to remain In the area was 

issued to' the appellant by an official designated by the 

City of Cape Town, the local authority in question. The 

material portions of the permit read, "The bearer, Green- 

"wood Ngtyana, ............  herby permitted to remain In th^A r i’ i 
"Proclaimed Area of the Cape Peninsula for the purpose of 

"employment/......



"employment with Cape Peoples Clothing Club, 9 A Me ini 
i

"Road, Newlands. This permit is Issued in terms of 1 
i

"Section 10 (2) (a) of the Natives (Urban Area^Consollda |;ed 
i

j|Act of 1945, as amended by the Native Lows Amendment1 Act

I
"No. 54 of 1952. The validity of this permit is limited 

i' 
"to the period during which he remains in the service -of

1
"the aesne employer." The issue of fact at the trial iwas

i

whether a year after the grant of permission the appellant
1

was still In the service of the same employer. 1
I

A new point of a preliminary 
i 
i 

character was raised on behalf of the appellant on appeal.
i

It was contended that the evidence did not establish t|ist 
i 

the place where the appellant was alleged to have remained 
।

fell within ^he a proclaimed area within the meaning of 
।

section 10(1). A witness, Sergt® van Dyk, gave evidence

, i
that he/ arrested the appellant at his home In the township

of Athlone and that Athlone Is within the proclaimed ai*ea

i
of the Cape Peninsula,. It was arg&ed that this did nob

I 
necessarily mean that the area was covered by a proclamation 

।

of the kind referred to in section 10(1) i.e. a proclamation 
i

Issued under and for the purposes of section 23(1) of Act 
i
I

25 of 1945. It was submitted that the evidence of van pyk * ।

might/...........
।
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same employer which is laid down in cases falling under 

paragraph (a) of sub-section (2), one ^ight have such 

limitations as "for bo long as he attends the X training 
I 

"institute" or "for so long as he is receiving treatment for 

"the Y complaint from which he is suffering". An example 

of a limitation in the resolutive form would be one where an 

aged native, wishing to end his days with his son who Ilves 

in an urban area, is granted permission to remain In the ^rea 

until his death or until tho death of his son. But whep 

the period for which the permission has been granted hap 

come to an end there is no doubt that the protection ceases; 

whether there is a seventy-two hours period of grace after 

but
tho cessation was canvassed in argument/does not in my View 

call for decision* The native is from the cassation or from 

seventy-two hours thereafter prohibited from remaining In 

the area and if he remains he commits an offence.

But doos It follow that the gnus 

rests on the accused tn prove not only that ho has been • 

granted permission to remain In the area but also that the 

permission has not expired ? In favour of this view, it 

is contended, is the fact that on the form of section 10(1) 

tho offence of remaining In the area for more than seventy- 

two hours is committed unless one or other of the situations 

men tioned/...........  
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mentioned in parcoraphs (a) tp (d) exists, and, on the 

decision in KulaJ s case (supra)> the existence of such a, 

situation must be proved by the accused. If then permis

sion under paragraph (d) is relied on the accused must, so 

the argument runs, prove all those things that wo$ld glye 

him exemption i.e* he must prove that he held a permit . 

which was operative at the material tImo and not merely that 

permission had at some earlier date been granted to him. If 

this were not so, the argument proceeds, and parograpg (d) 

Is treated as referring merely to the event, consisting; of 

the grant óf permission and the issue of a permit, the 
i 

accused would be protected oven if ho produced a clearly 

expired permit. So that, unless paragraph (d) refurs to 

something more than an event and includes the existence of 
i 

a state of exemption at the time in respect of which the 

charge is laid, every permit, despite its expressed llfolta- 

•L

tlons, would be a p-rpetual one, v/hlch v.r uld be absurd* If 

then paragrrth fa) means by permission subsisting,operative 

permission, tint and no less is what tho accused has tp 

prove.

There is certainly force in this 

reasoning* But in the first place it requires that p?rr- 

granh (d) should be read as meaning "permission so to remain 

"hos/...........
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i

"has been granted to him............ani is operative at the

"time in respect of which he is charged." I srn unable

to avoid th© conclusion that the argument Involves a Cet

^arture from the clear meaning of paragraph (d) as it ;

stands. It doos not seem to me to be possible to meet ýnis 
i । 

difficulty by relating "permission so to remain11 to the

time in respect of which the accused is charged
i

to '
i

"So

"regain", as already indicated, means > remain for wr^
i

that seventy-two hours; paragraph

refer to any particular period of 

Cd) does not purport to iI 
seventy-two hours but >

describes the kind of permission, namely, permission to,
i

remain for more than seventy-two hours, that hug been I
i

granted. On the ordinary meaning of paragraph (d) the [

i
native has proved the requirements ox that paragraph wh^n 

he has proved that permission of that kind has been grafted

to him* ।।I
It should next bo noted that ^.niI ।

Kula1s case this Court was not concerned with the present
I

problem; ft did not lave to consider how far the accused 

had to go in discharging the onus resting upon him in r^

W - speed of paragraph (d) Moreover the considerations

which led the Court to hold that the onus on paragraphs (a)

to/ 
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to (a) lay on the accused, and which are mentioned at p©ge 

161 of the report, have little If any application to th© 

question whether a uuly granted permission has ceased to
<x b*'»**0^

provide pre action to the grantee^ limited by months, ybars 

or date is mentioned in the permit, proof of expiry or non

expiry is as easy for the Cr^wn as for the accused. For 

the permit itself proves whether it is operative or not« 

In other kinds of case proof might generally be easier for 

the accused, though it ^lght sometimes be easier for th© 

Grown and would often be bk as easy for the one as for the 
i 
i

other. In the present case the appellant g^vo no eviG^ncc 

and presumably he could with ease have made ;the position 

clear, but the Crown could apparently also have established 

It by calling a representative of the Club. ' However that 

may oe, such considerations cannot affect the interpretation 

of the section; that Interpretation must be equally applic

able to cases where all possible evidence has been put before 

the court but the matter Is still in aubio.

The argument that t’-e onus renting 

on an accused who relies on paragraph (g) can only be dis

charged by proof that ho had, at the tine in respect of . 

which he is charged, a then operative permission to remain 

in the area seems in any event to be too wide; for it wq>uld 

require/...........
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require hlr also to prove in tor alia that the purpos0 

or purposes for which he was permitted co remain hsd not 

been disregarded by him since the issue of the permit. 

In uy view one who has been granted a permit loses the 

protection afforded by it If he abandons the purpose for 

which it was granted, just as certainly as If he outstays 

the period of the permit. Under section 14(1) of tho 

Act ho may he removed from the area if he Is convicted 

under section 10(4) and this jgl$ difficult to reconcile

with his permit continuing co be operative even though 

he has ceased to observe the purpose for •'which it was 

granted. In view of the provisions of sub-sectlon (4) 

one cannot simply take sub-section (1) by Itself and 

say that If tho accused relies on paragraph (d) this
I

moans that ho must prove an operative permission pro

viding him with protection. Whatever the meaning of 

"purpose", cases where the question is whether the 

permission has ceased to provide protection because the 

purpose haa not been adhered to, tho argument that, on 

tho form of sub-section (1), the offence is committed 

unless an opPrat^Ve exemption under paragraph (d) is 

proved by the accUsed, cannot bo maintained in its full 

width/......
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width unless sub-section (4) is disregarded * The

i
presence of that sub-section shows that the onus to i(>rove

I ।

paragraph (d) is not the same as an onus to prove that

।
the accused is fully protected by that paragraph. Fád

sub-section (it) In its second part read "or who remains

U / P o $

"in any area for a (which expression includes

"a period) other then that for which permission so to

"remain has been granted" it would certainly have been
I

quite clear that the form of sub-section (1) could nep

be dominant in the decision of the question of onus.. ;

Sub-section (4) does not contain a’x words in brockets, 

buo the result is tn* same xf they are to be understood 

upon ths proper 1 iWpro t? tion of the section taken ^s 

a whole. The inquiry xs thq3 shifted to the ascertajin- 
l 

ment of what -s covered by the second part of sub-sccjtlon

(4)./........... ;
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That sub-section draws a distinction 

between two classes of case* The first covers cases of 

contraventions of the section; taken by itself this mlgjbt 

seem to be all-sufficient, as penalising all breaches of the 

prohibition against remaining more than seventy-two hours 

In the area* But the legislature did not so regard the 

matter for it addod another class of case - the case of a 

parson / "who remains in any area for a purpose other than 

"that for which permission so to remain has been granted 

"to him*" The effect in my view was to take out of the 

class of contraventions of the section cases of failure to 

adhere to the purpose for which permission has been granted, 

a
At first sight sub-section (4) appears to be/somewhat 

curious provision, but Its form is explainable on the lines 

that the legislature considered that permission cases under 

paragraph (d) required special mention. Fol’ that paragraph 

exempts everjr one who has bean granted permission. But 

such a person might not observe the terms of the permission 

that had been granted to him, and it had therefore to be 

provided that then, too, he commits an offence.
i

Sub-section (4) speaks of a pur

pose othor than that for which permission has been granted;
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it does not speak of the period for which permission hag 
-Um.

been granted, though « is specifically mentioned in sub-

F

section (2). One might accordingly be disposed to sey that 

the Crown has to prove that the accused has lest the protec

tion of the permission granted to him by not keeping to its 

purpose, but that the accused has to prove that he has not 

out-stayed the permission. But if this were so the position 
i 

would be surprising if not anomalous. Period and purpose, 

though distinguished in sub-section (2), are in the present 

context forms of limitation on the permission which are not 

dissimilar in nature. If, in a case like toe present, one 

were to ask why the native has been given permission to 

r er sain in the area the answer vjculd be, "in order that h® 

"may work for X." And if one were to ask for how long he 

has been given permission, it would be "for so long as he 

"works for X." In a case like the present the purpose 

and period are really inseparable; neither can be proved 

or disproved without proving or disproving the other. In 

cases falling outside paragraph (a) of sub-section (2) 

and sub-section (4) covers such cases too - one may postu

late a case where a native has been granted permission to 

remain in the area "for medical treatment" or "so long as

"he/...........
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I
"he is receiving medical treatment." It would be strange 

indeed if when the permit took the first form the onus w*ere 

on the Crown to prove that the accused remained for a dif

ferent purpose# while if the permit took the second fomb 

the onus would be on the accused to prove that he did not 

remain on after the purpose ceased to operate.

If the word "purpose" Is used

In sub-section (4), as apparently It is used in sub-section 

(2), in a narrow sense, distinct from "period", the effect

bo be given to paragraph (d), in the light of Kula* s case.

would be that the accused must prove 

that the protection which be enjoyed

the

has

negd tive,namely,
'F

-J no come to an end

by lapse of time, Including the termination of his emplny- 

ment, but that he heed not disprove the invalidation of the 

permission by non-adhorence to the purpose. Particularly

where the permit states the period by reference to the pur

pose the result would be most awkward, if not actually un

workable. iioreover, as I have indicated above, it would 

involve recasting of paragraph (d) or, which r^cunts to the 

same thing, reading into It a great deal which is not ob- 

vlously there. Admittedly, on the other hand, ef the 

language of paragraph (d) is given no more than its literal 

moaning it would, in order to harmonise the provisions, be 

necessary/......
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necessary to give tho word "purpose" in sub-gjoction (4) -a 

wide operation, so as to include both the period and the 

purpose mentioned in sub-section (2), and perhaps also other 

conditions, falling under neither if narrowly construed.

On either view some strain must be 

put upon the language; either on the language of paragraph 

(d) or on that of sub-section (4). There are what seem to 

me to be cogent reasons why It is sub-section (4) that 

should bear the strain. In contract with the awkward 

position that would exist if a narrow meaning were glveh to 

the word "purpose" in that sub-section, if the wide meaning 

is given to It the operation of paragraph (d) becomes ; 

simple and reasonable; the accused must prove that tho 

permit was granted to him, while the Grown must prove 

that the permit has lost its efficacy in one way or another; 

In all such cases, whether time Is involved or not, It may 

not improperly be said that he has remained in the are$ for 

a purpose other than that for which permission to remain 

there was granted* The purpose (using the word in a 

narrow sense) would appear to be tho dominant notion, for 

the period was presumably intended to be adequate to the 

purpose. It is, moreover, not lightly to bo supposed 

that Parliament departed more than was necessary from 'the 

important/............
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important general principle that the Crown must prove its 

case. Parliament must be taken to have had .in mind the, 

section of the Criminal Code applied in Kula’s case (section 

315(2) (b) of Act 56 of 1955, or Its predecessor), but fn 

so far as it was thought necessary to impose any furthep 

onus on the accused this was expressly done. - see subb 

section (5). I may add that there could, as I see the 

matter, only be a question of overriding the provisions of 

section 315 (2) (b), if section 10 were given a different 

construction from that which 1 have given tq it* Finally, 

the language of section 10 at least fairly admits of the 

interpretation which T have preferred and recourse may ano, 

if necessary, should be had to the principle, applied ip 

Rex v. Milne and Erleigh (1951(1) S.A* 791 at page 823), 

that In dealing with penal provisions the more lenient of 

two reasonably possible meanings should be adopted.

To sum up, the preferable inter

pretation of section 10 seems to me to be that it make© 

it an offence for a native to remain in the area for mc|re 

than seventy-two hours, but thst he must be acquitted if he 

proves that the permission referred to in paragraph (d) has 

been granted to him. If, however, the Crown proves thqt, 

although a permit has been granted to him, it was not 

operative/...........  
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operative at the time in respect of which he was charged it 

has proved him guilty of the offence mentioned in .the second 

part of sub-section (4).

lor these reasons ] have come to 

the conclusion that upon the main charge, too, the onus 

rested upon the Grown tc prove that the permit was not 

operative on or about the 11th May 3 955 because the appellant 

was no longer In the service of the Cepe People's Clothing 

Club* It Is unnecessary to refer to the evidence in detail 

for I agree with WATERJEYER J. that it did no more than 

leave In doubt whether the appellant had left the service 

ox the Club at ohe time in respect of which be is charged. 

The Cr^wn accordingly did not prove the case against him 

beyond reasonable doubt.

In m3- view the appeal should be

22,
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Corami Schreiner, Fagan, Steyn, Reynolds et de Villieps JJ.A

Heard: 29th. August, 1956* Delivered:

JUDGMENT I

STEYN J.A. The relevant provisions of sec

tion 10 of t’^e Act are set out In the judgment of my 

brother SCHREINER. The dominant provision in thaisection 

Is that, in the areas mentioned therein, wlich may be 

broadly described as urban areas, and with the specified 

exceptions, "no native shall remain for more than seventy- 

"two hours." As stated by van den HTEVhR J.A. in Regina 

v. Kula and Others (1954(1) S.A. 157 at page 165),In regard 

to this section: "The prohibition factum for the purposes 

"of the' present case is to remain for more than sevenby- 

"two hours in/ an urban area. Once the Crown has averred 

"and proved that the accused is a native witrin the meaning' 

"of/............
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"of the definition and that he has remained in an urban 

"area for more than seventy-two hours. It has averred and 

"proved all the incriminating factors contained In the 

"statutory prohibition." Paragraphs (a) t^ (d) of 
* I

Section 10(1) being, according to that decision (at page 

161), exceptions, exemptions, provisos, excuses or qualifi

cations within the meaning of Section 127(2) (b) of Act 

31 of 1917 (which is now Section 315(2) (b) of Act No. 56 

of 1955), they may, in terms of that section, "be proved 

"by the accused but need not be specified or negatived In 

"the charge end, if so specified or negatived, need not be 

"proved by the prosecution." The effect of this is that 
A 

if any accused who is charged under this section with 

having remained in an urban srea for rore than s-eventyptwo 

hours, claims to be excused from observance of the general 

prohibition by reason of the provisions of paragraph (d), 

it is for him to show by a balance of probabilities that 

he Is so excused. That cannot, I think, and dees not appear 

to be disputed. The elily question then Is what en accused 

must prove in order to come within the exemption under that 

paragraph. What does paragraph (d) moan ? What it 

says is that an accused will be excused from the prohibition 

where/......



where pormlssion to remain In the urban area dee moife 

than seventy-two hours has been ^ranted to him. On a 

. ... * ~ 
scrupulously llueral reading this would mean than once a 

Í 

native h©s been issued with a permit under paragraph ,(d) 

he is. In respect, at any rate, of the area in questipn, 

permanently exempted from th© prohibition, whether or; not 

the permit has expired. Whatever the charge under section 

1C(1) may be In relation to such area, the contention that 

permission to remain in the area for more than seventý-two 

hours has been granted to him, would always be literally 

correct, and If such a literal reading reflects the true 
* I 

moaning of this paragraph, that would always bo a complete 
i

• defence. In fact, any evidence by the prosecution that 

the permit was no longer valid at the time to which the 

charge relates, would be irrelevant and Inadmissible. The 

only relevant consideration vzould bo whether or not the 

accused had in fact been granted permission to remain in 

the area Ln question for more than seventy-two hours, once 

that appears there would be an end to the case, no matter 

what other limitations may have been imposed In regard to 

the duration of the permit or the purpose for which it 

may be used. From this effect of a rlgl^ adherence to the 

precise meaning of the words used, I can see no escape) 

and/...........
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and X have nd doubt that prrliament could not possibly 

have intended to say pny such thing* It is plain, 1 think, 

that the words In paragraph (d) were not intended to ^ave 

and cannot be given any such abstract lateral meaning* 

They readily find a sensible meaning If construed not in 

vacuo ’
but in relation to concrete cases* In relation uo 

an accused charged with having remained In an urban area 

for more than seventy-two hours at a particular time, the 

words "permission to remain" In this paragraph could hardly 
I 

have boon intended to refer to a remaining at a time j?hlch 

the accused may at his pleasure select to bring it within 

the period covered by bls permit. They would much more 

appropriately refer to a remaining at the time selected 

by the prosecutor as the time at which Section 10(1) was 

contravened by the accused, and I can find nothing in Sec

tion 10 which militates against such s construction.Neither 

would any amendment of the Section be necessary to express 

that meaning* The words used are well capable of it* If 

that is the right construction, as 1 think it clearly is, 

the accused would not come within the exemption if the 

permit granted to him is no longer operative at the time 

stated In the charge* That the lapsing of the permit 

would take him out of the exemption in regard to a period 

subsequent/......
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subsequent thereto to be conceded. But once that is con- 
*

ceded, it must follow that the subsistence of a valid permit 

is an essentall element of the exemption and that, in the 

absence of some provision to the contrary, it would, in terns 

of Sec* 315(2)(b) of Act 56 of 1955» be one of the facts 

which the prosecution is not required to negative in the 

charge or to disprove if so negatived., and which the accused 

must prove if he wishes to rely upon the- benefit of the

exemption*

there any such provision to the contrary, over

riding the provision in Sec. 315(2)(b) of the 1955 Act or 

modifying what would otherwise be the result of its applic- 

ationlp# the exemption ? It is suggested that Sec* 10(4) 

cortains such a provision* The contention appears to be 

that the effect of the provision in this Section making it 

an offence for any person to remain in any area for a purpose 

other than that for which permission 30 to remain has been 

granted to him, is to leave on the accused the onus of 

proving one element of the exemption i.e* the grant to him 

of a permit to remain for more than seventy-two hours, and, 

in spite of the provisions in Section 315(2)(b), to cast 

upon the prosecution the duty of negativing and dis

proving the other element of the exemption, i.e* the 

continued operation of the permit. The argument in

support..... 
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support of this contention, if I understand it correctly, pro

ceeds from the assumption that whenever the offence referred to 

is committed, the permit lapses. As a result thereof, it is 

argued, certain anomalies would arise if an accused were to be 

required to discharge the onus of proving all the elements of 

the exemption under paragraph (d)* This assumption appears

to me to be wrong. It is true that in term© of Sec. 10(2),. a 

permit must indicate both the period and the purposes for which 

the native concerned may remain in the area in question, but in 

terms of paragraph (a) of the proviso to this sub-section, It is 

only where a native has been permitted to remain in any area for 

the purpose of taking up employment, that "the period of validity 

"of the permit shall be limited to the period during which he 

"remains in the service of the employer by whom he has been 

"engaged." It is in such a case only that by express provision 

the period of validity is to co-incide with the duration of the 

purpose for which the permit is issued. In such a case a permit 

would not specify a definite period of time. It would be stiff* 

icient to state, as was done in this case, that the validity of 

the permit is limited to the period during which the holder 

remains in the service of the employer in question. There is 

no similar provision in regard to permits issued for any other 

purpose. It is clear, I think, that such permits could 
if 

specify a definite period while at the same time 

indicating..............
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IwtK, ;
indicating the purposes for which they msy fee issued.' If 

>* I

such a permit is used for another purpose, the holder w^uld 
b 

commit an offence under Section 10(4), but it would not

follow that the permit would on that account lapse before

the expiry of the period mentioned therein. That would be
I 

contrary to the tenour of the permit itself, as reflected

by the Indication, in pursuance of the requirement in

Section 10(2) of the Act, of a definite period for it)

duration, without any Indication of any other event. • In

such a case, therefore, a prosecution under Section 10 (1)

could not succeed* The charge would be xnswxEd answered

by production of the permit. Such cases would be met by 

the provision in question in Section 10(4). On conviction 

for a contravention of this provision, the native concerned 

may under warrant be removed to his home or his lastiplace 

of residence (Section 14(1) ), but that again does nqt 
। 

necessarily Imply that the permit has lapsed. The po^cr of 

removal is discretionary and Is accounted for by the I abuse 
i 

of the permit^ There is no apparent reason why a native 
i । 

should , for Instance, not be allowed to remain undef the 

permit already issued to him, notwithstanding his convic

tion, if it should appear that he will in future confine 

himself to the purpose authorized by the permit. Ib1 ^e

first/...........  ;
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first place, therefore, it Incorrect to suggest th^t 
A

in all cases the offence of remaining after the permit 

has lapsed and the offence of remaining for a purpose1 other 

than that for which permission has hem granted would be km 
+ 

committed at the same time. Tn the second place it dqes 

not appear that even in thejcase of a permit issued for the
■ <FF* CCC4-bA. - 

purposes of employment, these offences would be so com- 
A

rnltted. The words "who remains in any’area for a purpose 

"other than that for which permission so to remain has 

"been granted" Ln Section 10(4), rather seem to imply'the 

existence of a valid permit, specifying a purpose binding 

upon the holder of the permit. Once a permit has lapsed, 

no such binding purpose can be derived from Lt in relation 

to any period subsequent to the lapsing. : In respect of 

such a period the permit does not oxist at all and the 

purpose for which it was issued becomes completely irr®le“ 

vant. Tfeg r&scÊUt- ius yhrm A native uhiU-lr’i be charged 
A

with this offence under Section 10(4) because of any 

activities he may have entered into after his gEKicuS 

permit has been Invalidated by the termination of his 

services with the employer contemplated oy th© permit. In 

regard to lapsed permits issued for purposes other th^n 

employment, the position would be the same^ even fef-
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The offence under Sec. 10(1) and the offence under the second 

portion of Sec. 10(4) are not only separate and distinct offences 

but they also not be committed at the same time. They have diff- 
A

erent fields of operation and serve different purposes. The first 

offence cannot be committed except in relation to a period in 

respect of which there is no permit and the second offence cannot 

be committed except in relation to a period in respect of which 

there is an operative permit. The one is directed against unlaw

ful presence in an unban area, while the other aims, at the enforce

ment of what may be regarded as the conditions of lawful presence. 

The exemptions in Sec. 10(1) fall entirely outside the ambit of 

the second offence and it is in no way affected by any of them. 

In my view the exemption under Sec. 10(1)(d) is equally unaffected 

by the nature of the second offence under Sec. 10(4).

But even if both offences could be committed at the same 

time, it is not apparent how that would show that Sec. 10(4) has 

such effect upon Sec. 10(1)(d) as would qualify what would other

wise be the ordinary incidence of Sec. 31?(2)(b) of the 1955 Act 

upon the onus of proof in relation to this exemption. The offenc

es would still be separate and distinct. If on such an inter

ne pretation a prosecutor charges a contravention of Sec. 10(1)* 

proof of the exemption would lie with the accused. If he prefers 

to proceed under the relevant provision in Sec. 10(4)* he would J
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©ven oft. the same facts, be alleging a different Offence and would 

have to discharge the full onus of establishing his case without 

the assistance of Sec. 315(2)(b). It is true that, depending 

upon thé meaning to be given to the words already quoted, he 

would then have to prove facts which may or will incident/ally at 
4- 

the same time show that the permit is no longer valid, while the 

accused would, in the case of a charge under Sec. 10(4), have to 

essential '
prove as an HxxEnteii part of his defence, facts showing the con

trary. If from this there arises any anomaly, I do not think 

it is such an anomaly as would in itself justify any departure 

from the apparent intention expressed in Sec. 10(1)(d) or any 

modification of Sec, 315(2)(b) in its application to this exempt

ion. Any such anomaly may in any case be said to point equally 

strongly to the correctness of the view that these offences cannot 

be committed at the same time. In the result, I am unable to 

find any clear implication arising from Sec. 10(4) yzhich would 

have the effect Of dividing the onus of proof and disproof of 

the abovementioned elements of this exemption between the

accused................
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accused and tue prosecutor, in my opinion Section 315 

(2)(b) applies without anv such modification and the 1 

«cs 
appellant had to prove both elements of the exempt lon^éei *

<Thrrt?^ t® ’

It remains then to consider

whether such proof has been adduced* The permit, dated 

14th May 1954, which was placed before the trial court, 

did not specify any fixed period for its duration, but 

limited its own validity to the period during which the 

appellant remained In the service of the Gape People’s 

Clothing Club. It did not, therefore, in terms proclaim 

its own validity or Invalidity at the time stated in the 

charge. Evidence was necessary to show whether at that 

time the appellant was employed by this Club. Although 

this was a matter very touch within the appellant’s know

ledge, he elected to give no evidence and to lead no 

evidence. His contention on appeal is that the evidence 

led by the prosecution shows that on a balance of pro

babilities he was so employed at the time In question* 

This evidence discloses that the appellant entered the. 

employ of this Club on 1st May 19 5* a messenger and

cleaner. From 4th June 1954, at the latest# he was the 

general secretary of a Non—European trade union, the 'u*A«

Ha iIways/♦
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Railways and Barbours Workers' Union. The evidence as 

to the relative dates is not clear, but he did in thait 

capacity occupy an office in a building some six miles 

from the premises of the Cape People’s Clothing Club and 

he was on a number of occasions after 14th May 1954 seen 

by various persons in this office or entering or leaving 

this building. Ho ™ent about in that vicinity neatly 

dressed - apparently more so than one would expect in 

the c^se of a messenger and cleaner - and carried a 

briefcase. There is no evidence ns to the membership ,of 

this union, but if it is a large one, as may well bo the 

cnse, having rc^rd to the number of Non-Europeans working 

for the Railway Administration, the work of the general 

secretary would be a full-time occupation. In the begin

ning of January 1955, the appellant was still Ln th® office 

in this building, and ns late as the beginning of May 

was aeen at this building. In adtïition to this worR th® 

alpollant was the secretary of another organisation, the 

Congress of the People* Here also there is no satisfactory 

evidence as to dates, but there are documents signed by 

him Ln that capacity Ln August and September 1954, and .Ln 

the beginning of Mey, ^b5, he was on three successive

days/......
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days seen at the premises orcupied by this organisation* 
I-

There is further evidence that during October 1954# the 

premises of the Cape People’s Clothing Club were kept 

under observation for a week and three days and found to 

be locked during the day# although on a later occasion 

they were found to be open. Ore of the witnesses who 

, had occasion to visit these premises on several occasions 

between October and December 1054, says that he never 

found any natives there. From 12th May until 16th May# 

195/5# these promises were kept under observation. On 

the first day the appellant arrived there at 12.45 p.m. 

and remained for 40 minutes. On the second day he was 

seen to arrive at 10. 10 a.m., but because of the erdwds 

passing the door the observer could not say when he left. 

On the third day he did not come st all, and on the fourth 

he came at 10.20 a.m. and Ireft again five minutes later. 

There is also some relevant evidence by a. clerk in the 

employ of the Clby Council of Capw Towm# who is In charge 

of the native services levy. In so far as his evidence 

may be regarded as admissible, the last payment of l©vy 

by the Slub was received on 30th May 1955, and was made 

In respect of the period 1st January to 14th January 

1955. Prior to that payments had been mode for the 

period May 1954 w December 1954. For the period 14uh

J anuary/
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January 1955 to 11th May 1955, no payments were made# He 

does not say whether these payments were made in respect 

of the appellant, but his statement that he has knowledge 

that the appellant went on leave on 14th January 1955', for 

what it may be worth and that no levies are payable wfcile 
I

an employee is on leave, suggests that they wore so made# 

Counsel for the appellant sought 

to rely, in/ addition to the evidence led by the prosecu

tion, upon the presumption of continuance referred to in 

Rex v# Fourie and Another (1932 A.b- 31 at page 42), tho 

argument being that the continued eraployme'nt of the appel

lant by the Club is on tho strength of this presumption to 

be inferred from th© fact of his bona fide employment by 

it some twelve months earlier* In Fourie's case this 

Court described this presumption as "a mere statement of 

"probability, derived from the common experience of man- 

"kind," and pointed out that "Its scope and intent is 

"that from tho evident existence of a state of things at 

"a given time, it may be inferred that that state con- 

"tinued to exist for a reasonable time thereafter, accord- 

"Ing to the circumstances and the nature of the thing*" 

This presumption, if it can bo invoked in a case of this 

nature, cannot In my view, be of any real assistance to •

the/..»*..
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tho appellant. It may certainly be doubted whether common 

experience points to the probability that a bona fide 

employer will# except In very special circumstances hot 

disclosed by the evidence, continue In his employ for 

twelve months an employee who quite clearly is continuous

ly devoting/^great deal of his time during working hours 
A*

at a place six miles from the employer’s premises# to 

other occupations. I am unsblo to accopt,therefore, that 

any such presumption could in this case dispel the general 

Impression left by the evidence that the employment of the 

appe3-lant st the Club, even If Initially bona fide, may 

very well have become a pretence# and merely served to 

enable him to do the real work he was performing, i.e. 

the work of the abovementioned organisations. On the; 

evidence that is a patent possibility. Of actual work 

performed at the Club# there is no direct evidence what

soever, and the indirect evidence is scanty indeed,whlla 

there Is quite a volume of evidence of whet may be full 

time occupation In an office in Stalplein buildings# $s 

secretary of a trade union, and of further work done ás 

secretary of the Congress if the People. That the apýel^ 

la nt In bhese circumstances thought fit not to refute^b?

giving/...........
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giving or leading evidence, the contention that he wfes 

not employed by ths Club at the time stated in the charge, 

is another consideration which cannot be 3^^* discarded. 

Having regard to this consideration and to the general 

effect of the evidence led by the prosecution, it cannot 

be said, I think, that a probability of continued employ© 

ment of the appellant by the Club st the time stated in 

the charge, has been established.

I agree that there is no substance 

in the further point taken on appeal that there is no 

evidence to prove that too area in which the appellant 

remained was a proclaimed area for the purposes of Section 

10 of the 1945 Act,

Tn my opinion the appeal must be 

dismiss0^

5 - A „ (ca-v .



APPELLATE DIVISION

BE GINA versus NGOTIANA

FAGAN J*A.: The judgment of my brother Schreiner 

sets out both the facts of the case and the rele

vant provisions of Act 25 of 1945 as amended by 

Act 5^ of 1952-

In answer to the charge of remaining in the 

urban area for more than seventy-two hours the 

appellant relies on a permit which permitted him 

"to remain in the proclaimed area......... for the purpose 

of employment with the Gape Peoples Clothing Club," 

and the validity of which was stated in the permit 

itself to be "limited to the period during which 

he remains in the service of the said employer*" 

The effect of this limitation, read with section 

ÏW" 10(2) (a) of the Act, was to make the validity 

of the permit depend on the appellant^ continuing 

in the service of the Club •

I do not ‘ think that the production of a docu

ment which could be a valid permission only under 

certain circumstances discharged the onus resting on 

the appellant to prove permission unless it was also 

shown that those circumstances existed at the time 

to which the charge related* A document that may 

or may not have validity, depending on specified 

circumstances, does not prove its own effectiveness 

as long as those circumstances remain unproved*

My brother Steyn points out in his judgment 

that a man cannot properly be said to be bound by 

conditions attached to a permit which is no longer 

valid and therefore has no legal existence* The

alternative
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alternative offence created by s* 10(4) would therefore 

seem to postulate that there may be cases in which a 

permit remains valid despite the fact that the permit- 

holder is remaining in the area for a purpose other 

than that for which permission so to remain was granted 

to him* As I have indicated, however, the limitation in 

the present case, where the purpose is employment with 

a particular employer, is one which brings about the 

invalidation of the permit itselfwhen the Native leaves 

that employment. Whether it can be argued that, as the 

permit is valid up to the moment when he leaves that 

service, his act in so doing without leaving the area 

may also make him guilty of the alternative offence, 

is a point I need not consider, for it is sufficient 

for the present case to say that from that moment 

onwards he remains in the area with no valid permit 

and therefore without permission; and that while the 

onus to show that he has departed from the purpose 

of his permit rests on the Crown if that is the 

charge against him, the charge of being in the area 

without permission throws on him the onus of proving 

the necessary permission-

I agree with my brother Schreiner that there was 

sufficient evidence that the locality in which the 

appellant was found was within an area proclaimed for 

the purpose of section 10(1), and agree with him and 

my brother Steyn that the evidence left the question 

of the appellant’s continued employment with the Cape 
J koLd. fa

Peoples Clothing Club — on which A the onus rested on 

him — in doubt -

I therefore consider that the appeal should be 

dismissed-


